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Alignment with SDGs

Affordable & Clean Energy 

Climate Action

Good Health & Well-Being

Company Description
InPipe Energy is a low-cost renewable energy and smart 
water technology company. The company’s HydroXS™*, 
energy recovery product line converts water flow and 
pressure in existing pressurized water pipelines to a 
predictable, dispatchable source of base load renewable 
energy. The modular technology combined with InPipe’s 
proprietary software integrates water and energy 
infrastructure with management controls to create 
improved water management efficiency, renewable power 
generation, and associated climate and air-quality 
benefits.

Per Unit Impact

Climate Impact Score: 9.8/10

1 - Low 10 - High

Boundless Analysis
▶ Boundless scores InPipe a 9.8/10 on climate

impact for the 125 kW HydroXS solution.
▶

▶

The impact score is measured relative to
alternative (competing) renewable technologies
such as: rooftop solar, small wind power, small
run-of-river hydro, and off-site renewable power.
HydroXS technology uses pre-existing pipe
infrastructure, produces significant amounts of
energy for its size and has practically no
interaction with the natural environment.

▶ Per $1,000 invested, 27 tonnes of CO2e can be
saved with InPipe’s HydroXS which is three
times more than with rooftop solar or small
wind. This amount is equivalent to the CO2e
sequestered by 35,000 acres of U.S forest per
year or driving 67 thousand miles in an average

▶

▶

Deployment of InPipe’s technology at the global
scale, 1.75 giga tonnes of CO2e could be saved
per year, equivalent to avoiding driving 4,300
billion miles.
The outlook for InPipe Energy to successfully
commercialize their technology and offering is
positive.

▶ InPipe’s estimates for the addressable U.S.
market translate to $875MM annual revenue.
The target customers are municipal water
agencies.

Headquarters

Founded

Business model

Employees

Financial status

Intellectual 
Property

Website

San Francisco, CA

2016

C-Corp

12

$7.5 Million USD funded to date

2 patents pending 

https://www.inpipeenergy.com/

Clean Water and Sanitation

Life on Land

GHG Emissions Reduction Potential

1.75 Gt
CO2e per year

*considering global deployment
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▶ InPipe’s HydroXS energy recovery system for use in existing and new pressurized water pipes. The HydroXS is a first-of-
a-kind product for the 2-110 -inch diameter pipe segment. The HydroXS integrates conventional control valve
technology with a software controlled hydraulic micro-turbine to convert surplus water pressure (waste energy) into grid-
connected electricity.

▶ The HydroXS is pre-assembled in 7 sizes in the US from proven components. A modular product is designed to meet
site-specific requirements, with hardware comprised of pipes, control valves, micro-turbine, generator, and sensors.

▶ InPipe’s control system consists of proprietary software and associated electronics customized to each site’s installation
and data requirements. The control system provides water utilities with precise-controlled water pressure and power
generation capabilities.

▶ InPipe Energy has reached TRL 8 and expects to reach TRL 9 in 2023 with the implementation of several more
installations with cities in the US and internationally, reaching the final stage of their commercialization.

▶ The HydroXS is designed to operate for 30 years with scheduled maintenance, estimated at 40 hours per year.

▶ InPipe offers a 1-year warranty.

Management Team 

Technology

Domain expertise 

Partnerships

Partnerships and Domain Expertise 
▶ CEO Gregg Semler is a veteran entrepreneur with extensive

experience in the clean energy and water sectors. Since 2000, he’s
led efforts to commercialize new products into the energy and
water markets. In 2016, Gregg founded InPipe Energy after seeing
an untapped opportunity to create a new source of renewable
energy from existing water pipeline infrastructure. He has significant 
experience bringing innovative products to the market, raising
corporate and venture capital and leading teams. Gregg earned his
BA from Columbia and his MBA from Dartmouth’s Tuck School.

▶ InPipe has a strong business and technical team and group of
Advisors with deep experience in the energy and water markets.
InPipe has built relationships with key municipal water agencies,
public works departments, and city governments.  They have also
established ties with large water entities across municipal,
agricultural and industrial sectors.
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Environmental Highlights
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Main impact parameters and codes relative to sector. Metrics outline the most important factors that help investors 
understand how a technology is impacting the environment through a variety of lenses. The codes refer to the United 
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Generating energy with HydroXS technology has the lowest GHG emissions per kWh, compared to 
other distributed energy technologies like solar PV, small wind and run of river hydro. When using 
one 125 kW HydroXS to generate electricity ~549 tonnes of CO2e can be saved on average per
year, which is equivalent to the GHG emissions of driving 1.3 million miles in an average passenger 
car, or to the emissions from the energy use of 63 homes during a year. (Refer to the Methodology 
in Appendix A for additional detail). As a reference, a Solar PV system and Wind system of the same 
size would save 126 and 220 tonnes of CO2e per year respectively. Estimated savings result from 
displacing the current grid electricity generation of the U.S. HydroXS hardware presents less carbon 
footprint compared to other technologies. The lifecycle emissions of one 125 kW HydroXS system is 
~0.00059 kgCO2e per kWh generated during its lifetime, while the lifecycle emissions of a rooftop 
solar PV system and small wind system are 0.0202 and 0.023 kgCO2 per kWh generated during its 
lifetime respectively, approximately 40 times higher than In-PRV’s. Note that this analysis uses the 
100-yr GWP. Using an alternative 20-yr GWP assumption shows slightly higher emissions (0.0063
kgCO2e per kWh generated) but would show greater emissions reduction.
Relevant code: SDG 13

Energy
The U.S. Department of Energy's Water-Energy Tech Team in their Water Energy Nexus reports 
states that probably 3%-3.5% of total U.S. electricity consumption is used for water, including 
pumping and large-scale conveyance. HydroXS represent an opportunity to recover some of the 
energy loss due to excess pressures occurring in mechanically-pumped and gravity-fed water supply 
systems. The energy embodied in InPipe’s pressure reducing valve is recovered in less than a year.   
Relevant code: SDG 7

Air Quality
Hydroelectricity does not emit particulates during operation. Fine particulate matter (PM 2.5) can 
worsen medical conditions such as asthma and heart disease. Using HydroXS would help avoid 37kg 
per year of fine particulate matter by displacing fossil fuel generation.
Relevant code: SDG 3

Water Consumption
Conventional power plants use steam to generate electricity and require cooling water to operate 
efficiently. Updating previously reported figures, Boundless estimated 0.85 - 1.73 trillion gallons of 
annual cooling water losses for U.S. power generation. HydroXS technology requires no 
supplemental water consumption or loss. For every 1-kW of HydroXS capacity installed, between 
900 and 3,100 gallons of water can be saved per year.
Relevant code: SDG 6

Land Use
HydroXS technology does not require much space compared to other distributed generation 
technologies, only 7 sq. ft per million kWh generated in its lifetime. Also, the generation system is 
installed on existing pipelines, therefore it uses land already developed and does not disturb 
unperturbed ecosystems. For alternative renewable energy infrastructure, including wind, solar, and 
hydro-electricity, the associated ecological impacts to flora and fauna represent considerable 
impediments to regulatory permitting and public approval.  
Relevant code: SDG 15 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg13
https://www.energy.gov/downloads/water-energy-nexus-challenges-and-opportunities
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg7
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg3
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg15
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg6
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Benchmarking
HydroXS performance in the different metrics is compared against the average of rooftop solar, small wind, renewable 
purchase and small run-of-river hydro. The complete set of metrics are available in Appendix B.

Conclusions
InPipe presents an innovative technology that allows water utilities to reduce the surplus pressure within their distribution 
systems and convert it into grid-delivered electricity. The company’s HydroXS technology is positioned at control points 
throughout the distribution system, where serious water pressure exists. The HydroXS valve accurately controls the pressure 
to create electricity that otherwise would be wasted. Other companies have developed alternative approaches focused on 
large-diameter pipes, however, InPipe has uniquely targeted its product for the broader market segment of smaller (8-42”) 
diameter pipes.

To consider environmental impact and cost-effectiveness across a broad range of renewable energy alternatives, Boundless 
compared HydroXS against commercial-scale rooftop solar, small wind power plants, small run-of-river hydro and PPA-
offered renewable power. The latter was assumed to consist of a mix of utility-scale solar (20%) and wind generation (80%). 
The solar and wind systems, being on-site customer-owned renewable generation infrastructure, provided the most relevant 
and directly comparable alternatives.  

HydroXS technology uses existing pipe infrastructure, yields highly available power generation, and has practically no 
interaction with the natural environment. Highlights of some of the favorable comparisons are below.

Net Greenhouse Gas Impact – All of the renewable alternatives considered result in significant GHG emissions reductions 
when their emissions impacts (CO2-equivalent during its life-cycle) were compared to their emissions off-sets (operationally 
displacing grid-derived electricity). HydroXS’s life-cycle-estimated GHG emissions are very low while its power generation is 
very high. As a result, the highest potential GHG savings came from HydroXS, e.g., 39 times fewer GHG (kgCO2E / kWh) 
than the solar PV and 34 times fewer than the small wind.  

Environmental/Financial Impact – HydroXS presented the lowest Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE), when compared against 
third-party LCOE estimates for the same renewable alternatives. This cost-effectiveness, when combined with the GHG 
impact, results in a very favorable rate of carbon impact per dollar invested. HydroXS presented significantly higher Carbon 
Return on Investment (CROI), reducing 27.2 tonnes of CO2E for every $1000 of project capital invested, compared to 8.9 for 
the solar alternative and 7.5 for the wind alternative. 
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About Boundless Impact Investing 
Driven by the latest research by independent industry and academic experts, Boundless 
Impact Investing offers analysis, market trends, and evidence of best practices in a growing 
number of emerging sectors that address major social and environmental challenges. We are 
an advanced consulting firm that enables investors to connect with industry leaders and 
peers for expert analysis, diverse perspectives, and real-time collaboration. Our investor 
education and expert advisory services offer proprietary access to both subject-matter 
experts and other impact investors. 

Contact Us 
Boundless Impact Investing 
www.boundlessimpact.net
Michele Demers, CEO and Founder
mdemers@boundlessimpact.net

The information provided in this report by Boundless Impact Investing and accompanying 
material is for informational purposes only. The information in this report should not be 
considered legal or financial advice, nor an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to 
buy or sell any security, product, service, or investment. Boundless Impact Investing does 
not make any guarantee or other promise, representation, or warranty as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the statements of fact contained within, or any results that may be 
obtained from using our content. Neither this content, nor the investment examples cited, 
should be used to make any investment decision without first consulting one’s own financial 
advisor and conducting one’s own research and due diligence. To the maximum extent 
permitted by law, Boundless Impact Investing disclaims any and all liability in the event any 
information, commentary, analysis, opinions, advice, and/or recommendations prove to be 
inaccurate, incomplete, or unreliable, or result in any investment or other losses.

http://www.boundlessimpact.net/
mailto:mdemers@boundlessimpact.net
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